Homogeneous core-shell structure stabilizes Mn 4+ -doped fluoride red phosphors for high-performance warm-white LEDs Xiaoyong Huang 1, 2 One of the most important prerequisites for the development of phosphor materials for practical applications in lighting and displays is their long-term stability under ambient conditions [1, 2] . Although manganese(IV)doped narrow-band red-emitting fluoride phosphors with outstanding photoluminescence properties show great promise in white light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and widecolor-gamut LED backlight displays [3, 4] , their instability towards moisture remains the biggest challenge to be overcome [5] [6] [7] [8] . Recently, as reported in Angewandte Chemie International Edition, a research group led by Xueyuan Chen demonstrated an effective and facile strategy to significantly improve the moisture resistance of the well-known efficient red phosphors K 2 TiF 6 :Mn 4+ (abbreviated as: KTF:Mn 4+ ) via homogeneous core-shell structure design [9] . This work enables the realization of simultaneous enhancement in moisture resistance and luminescence efficiency of core-shell-structured KTF:Mn 4+ @KTF red phosphors, thus paving the way for their commercial application in white LEDs.
For the first time, Chen and co-workers [9] used a facile reverse cation exchange reaction method to prepare the homogeneously coated KTF:Mn 4+ @KTF core-shell red phosphors ( Fig. 1a) . Notably, the reverse cation exchange process did not cause any changes in the morphology, particle size, and crystallographic structure of the KTF:Mn 4+ red phosphors, which was beneficial for retaining the outstanding luminescence properties. (75%), which could be attributed to that the KTF shell coating can cut off the path of energy migration to the surface defects and thus significantly mitigate the concentration quenching effect (Fig. 1a ). More importantly, Chen and co-workers achieved remarkable enhancement of moisture resistance in KTF:Mn 4+ @KTF core-shell red phosphors compared with KTF:Mn 4+ (Fig. 1b-d ). They found that after aging for 480 h under high temperature (85°C) and high humidity (85%) conditions, the color of KTF:Mn 4+ @KTF sample changed a little and its emission intensity slightly lost, while KTF:Mn 4+ counterpart exhibited an obvious deep body color and its emission intensity reduced dramatically ( Fig. 1e-g) . Impressively, by using the KTF:Mn 4+ @KTF as red component, the authors fabricated a highperformance warm-white LED device (correlated color temperature = 3510 K, Ra = 93, R9 = 75) with luminous efficacy as high as 162 lm/W under 60 mA drive current. And this LED device can keep 89% of its initial value of luminous efficacy after aging at 85°C and 85% humidity for 480 h (Fig. 1h) .
Overall, the work presented by Chen and co-workers provides a powerful approach to overcome the moisture instability of Mn 4+ -doped fluoride red phosphors. The finding that the homogeneous core-shell structure design 
